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Today’s Agenda

- MiWorkspace Update (Laura Patterson, Terry Houser)
- “Pre-Discovery” (Andrea Bolash)
- MiWorkspace Schedule (Dave Sterling)
MiWorkspace Update
Laura Patterson, Terry Houser
Status

- Approx 95% complete with administrative units
  - 11K users, 6K devices, 123 locations from Ann Arbor to China
- 49 IT professionals successfully transitioned to ITS from admin units
- Approx 200 faculty and instructional staff already use
- Pilot Updates:
  - LSA: Complete (approx 120 faculty/staff)
  - University Library: 75% complete (of approx 700 faculty/staff)
  - School of Education: 30% complete (of approx 400 faculty/staff)
Academic Unit Rollout: Modified Process

- Planning for "pre-discovery" based on your feedback
- Refining the discovery process based on pilots
- Establishing a bring your own device or manage your own device service
- Revising the schedule based on your & your dean’s input
In summary...

Understand your business, priorities & needs, remain flexible and adaptive, try new things & and change as go
Pre-Discovery
Andrea Bolash
Pre-Discovery

- Piloting this method a few more times before finalizing any type of template
- Evaluating how pre-discovery fits in the overall implementation process
- Meeting individually with units to determine best approach & timeline
Schedule

Dave Sterling
Timing of pre-discovery and workforce activities TBD
### Example Implementation Roadmap
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- **CIO/Dean conversation**
- **Pre-Discovery (embedded person)**

**Discovery Activities**

**Planning and Migration Prep Work**

- Early Faculty Adaptor Interviews
- Retired staff join ITS

**Staff and Early Faculty Adaptor Implementation**

**Remaining Faculty Implementation**

**Staff Stabilization (60 Days)**

---

**EXAMPLE** - Timing will change based on unit discussion.
Next Steps

- Discuss timing with your team
- Send confirmation or requested changes to Phil (philray@umich.edu)
Questions & feedback
Thank you!